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Using a Staff Daily Duty Schedule will make the distribution of tasks less personal
and will certainly free up time for the teacher. Be creative in using this schedule as it
could also pertain to the schedule of services that your students get during the day (e.g.,
speech, occupational therapy, physical therapy) or in a co-teaching situation. I served as
a co-teacher in a middle school science and social studies classroom, and it was difficult
to remember some of the things I needed to do as I went into several different teachers’ classrooms. See Figure 9.3 for an example of one that can be used in a co-teaching
environment.
3. Create a classroom expectations booklet. You can use three-ring binders to create a
booklet for each staff member, or just create one to be used as a reference guide for the
classroom. Add your own touches to the book and use your team meetings to put it
together as the team goes over each section. You can even put the minutes from team
meetings as one section of the book.
One of the model classrooms I worked with used this idea, and the staff coming
into the classroom were always well informed, knowledgeable about the activities

Staff members
Class Schedule
Mon

Tue

Brenna-Teacher
Wed

Thurs

Cindy-Co-teacher

Fri

Nathaniel-Paraprofessional
Brenna

Cindy

Nathaniel

7:45 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.

Announcements and backpacks

8:00 a.m. - 8:45 a.m.

8:45 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

Reading

Bus duty

Joseph-computer

Spelling

7:30 a.m. - 7:45 a.m.

Ann/chloeComputer Program

Small group
spelling session

Writing – using word processor

10:45 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

Bathroom Duty

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Lunch
Math

Large group math instruction
Assist large group math instruction

PE

11:30 p.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Physical education

12:30 p.m. - 1:15 p.m.

2:15 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.

Large group
spelling assignment

Monitor individual
students

Anne/Joseph/ChloeSmall group work
Ann/Joseph-Adapted
PE

Bathroom duty
Science

1:15 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

Small group
reading

Recess
Computer
Lab

9:30 a.m. - 9:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m. - 10:45 a.m.

Large group
reading

Large group
instruction

Small group
experiments

Joseph- One-to-one

Pack up and bus duty

Figure 9.3. Staff daily duty schedule used in a co-teaching environment.
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